
To Elders and deacons of the church  
Report of month February to March 10th, 2016   
Church of Christ in Granada: 
 
With the help of brethren Greg Rodriguez, José Martinez and Francisco Martinez we gave studies to brethren who 
were members of liberal church which came out the brother Rodriguez. 
We achieved the incorporation of two brothers more and maintain four (4) contacts to which we are visiting in 
their homes. 
For my part I am teaching class evangelism to church. We begin with the topic: Studying such as identifying a sects, 
how to identifying a sect, errors of Catholicism with its seven added the study of the Apocryphal, and finished 
studies. 
In this March we will be studying the Bible Jehovah's Witnesses and the errors of their doctrines to later study the 
book of Mormon the internal contradictions of the basic book of the sect. the purpose of these studies is that the 
church has knowledge to defend the faith once delivered to the saints, Jude 3, and we went out to evangelize have 
tools to teach the people. 
 

Church of Christ in Nandaime of Granada city. 

We are doing evangelism with the brother Francisco Martinez who is the evangelist who attends the congregation. 

For the moment, we are reinforcing with home schooling each brother. We have three contacts in a near Nandaime 

community, where living family of a brother and wants to be carried evangelism, we are making plans for it. 

Establishing new congregation in Masaya City. 

February 28th we began a new work in Masaya City. The reason is because there Francisco Martinez brother live 

with his wife and the brother Jose Martinez, and they have family members of the institutional church and other 

members of sects such as the Mormons. The brother Francisco Martinez taught convince through convince these 

people getting through the bible that were wrong, so it was decided to establish a biblical congregation where 

people can worship in spirit and in Truth. 

This serve has been collaborating with teaching and house to house evangelism. On Friday afternoon throughout in 

this year. 

March 13th Dina Alarcon was baptized, she is a member of the new congregation in Masaya city. 

We meet every Wednesday to make educated at home and on the following Wednesday we meet on the Laureles 

Norte in mid-march start evangelism accompanied by some members in their Laureles Norte. 

February 20th the brother Alcides Gómez performed a baptized which was a touch of that congregation. 

March 10th we visited Brother Tol Burk and had the joy of receiving teaching of mind. 

Note: we hope that in future foreign trips in Nicaragua can visit both meeting in my house and in Nandaime and 

the new work in Masaya (in the Camila Ortega) I ask your prayers our brothers in the elderly: Maria, Salvadora, 

Aurelio and Maximo. 

Your brother and serve: Santos Palacios. 

  


